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Early embryogenesis requires rapid division of pluripotent blastomeres, regulated genome activation, precise
spatiotemporal signaling to pattern cell fate, and morphogenesis to shape primitive tissue architectures. The
complexity of this process has inspired researchers to move beyond simple genetic perturbation into engineered
devices and synthetic biology tools to permit temporal and spatial manipulation of the control systems guiding
development. By precise alteration of embryo organization, it is now possible to advance beyond basic analytical
strategies and directly test the sufficiency of models for developmental regulation. Separately, advances in
micropatterning and embryoid culture have facilitated the bottom-up construction of complex embryo tissues
allowing ex vivo systems to recapitulate even later stages of development. Embryos fertilized and grown ex vivo
offer an excellent opportunity to exogenously perturb fundamental pathways governing embryogenesis. Here we
review the technologies developed to thermally modulate the embryo cell cycle, and optically regulate
morphogen and signaling pathways in space and time, specifically in the blastula embryo. Additionally, we
highlight recent advances in cell patterning in two and three dimensions that have helped reveal the selforganizing properties and gene regulatory networks guiding early embryo organization.

1. Section I. Tools for spatial regulation of embryo division,
blastula organization, cell signaling, and patterning
Early embryo development requires careful orchestration of
signaling gradients and cell fate determination to effectively proceed
through process of morphogenesis. Genetic manipulation represents one
strategy to analyze the gain or loss of protein activities during the pro
cess of tissue construction. However, given the complexity of the em
bryonic tissue, it has become clear that we require sophisticated
approaches to modulate activities at precise times and in distinct regions
of space. Synthetic biology methods have been developed to both sense
embryonic signals and to manipulate pathway activities, identifying
critical periods and allowing researchers to perform sufficiency tests. In
this first section we review devices and molecular tools used to manip
ulate the spatial organization of the embryo through perturbations to
blastomere divisions, alteration of signaling pathway flux, and
patterning of morphogen gradients. These approaches allow precise
spatiotemporal control over embryonic activities, providing insights on

embryo control systems that would be difficult to deduced from simple
genetic manipulation alone.
1.1. I.A. Thermal control of embryonic divisions
Oocytes represent a specialized cell type of exceptionally large size.
Upon fertilization, the egg undergoes rapid divisions in the absence of
cell growth to generate the blastula embryos containing hundreds to
thousands of cells called blastomeres. This ball of pluripotent cells is
then sculpted in the process of morphogenesis including early tissue
organization during gastrulation [1]. In some organisms, including
amphibian embryos, the blastula cleavages are not spatially uniform.
Unequal cell cycle periods and asymmetric divisions generate an
anisotropic ordering of blastomeres: more divisions and smaller cells on
the animal pole (AP) and fewer divisions and larger cells toward the
vegetal pole (VP) [2–4].
To better understand the control systems governing early cleavages
and the robustness of patterning formation, various groups have
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developed devices to generate temperature gradients in blastulae,
thereby uncoupling cell cycle periods spatially. Early efforts to manip
ulate the spatial organization of the embryo utilized thermal gradients
or steps within agarose blocks or within microfluidics devices to create
developmental asynchrony spatially within the tissue [5,6]. For
example, the rate of nuclear division was manipulated along the
anterior-posterior axis in syncytial Drosophila embryos, using a tem
perature step 17–27 ◦ C (Fig. 1A). However, although desynchronization
could affect the timing of visible stripe patterning in early development,
the embryos compensated and did not experience major defects in later
development [5]. Even with temperature inversion, larvae developed
normally with the correct number and pattern of segments.
A conceptually similar thermal manipulation strategy was used to
interrogate whether blastomere cleavages are coupled to a global divi
sion wave upon fertilization of eggs from a vertebrate model, Xenopus
laevis. Along with other amphibian embryos, Xenopus embryos, contain
an animal-to-vegetal cell size gradient in the blastula stage generated by
asymmetry division and unequal cell cycle period along the animalvegetal axis. To decouple cell division timing in the embryo, the au
thors constructed an embryo temperature controller consisting of two

aluminum blocks attached to peltier thermocouples [4] (Fig. 1B).
Interestingly, almost a hundred years ago, researchers also applied
temperature gradients, albeit less sophisticated, to amphibian embryos
and characterized developmental outcomes [7]. In this more modern
embryo temperature controller strategy, the authors sped up or slowed
down the cell division period on opposite sides of the embryos, including
along the animal-vegetal pole axis or side to side along the equator. In
these cleavage stage embryos, cells divide without growing and thus the
number of cell divisions dictates blastomere size. Further, because
achieving a threshold blastomere size is coupled to cell cycle elongation
and genome activation [2], alteration of the spatial gradient of blasto
mere sizes offers the possibility to alter the timing and spatial onset of
zygotic transcription and potentially germ layer specification. With this
modern tool in hand, future studies should be able to address the
evolutionary role of cell size gradient by flattening or inverting it and
analyzing the impacts on subsequent development. It is worth noting
that these experiments may yield findings that are quite different than
those in Drosophila. Instead of imposing an artificial nuclear cycle
gradient on embryos that are normally spatially homogenous, these
studies would remove or alter a pre-existing gradient that appears

Fig. 1. Thermal approaches to manipulate the growth rate and spatial organization of embryos. (A) A microfluidic device with two temperature streams was used to
create a thermocline along the anterior-posterior axis of syncytial Drosophila embryos, creating a spatial discoordination of nuclear division numbers. The slope of
graph shows the division rates on two sides of the embryo. (B) Embryo temperature controller used to apply a thermal gradient to Xenopus laevis blastula, starting
from 8-cell stage; reversing the natural animal-to-vegetal blastomere cell size gradient. Graph shows division rate of different regions under no normal room
temperature versus in temperature controller device. The difference in cell division numbers of the animal pole (AP) and vegetal pole (VP) is diminished upon
thermally constrained cell division rates. (C) IR laser is used to locally heat either half of two-cell C. elegans embryos. In the configuration shown, local heating speeds
up the cell division of P1 cells but not AB cells. (D) In the developing zebrafish blastula, the cell cycle is correlated to heat flow with the surrounding medium. It is
highest upon mitotic entry and minimum at mitotic exit. (E) Conceptual experiment: thermal release of effector protein could be coupled to temperature controller
devices or ultrasound sources to spatially heat embryonic tissue, causing a localized release of an effector, such as a transcription factor or activated kinase.
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conserved in blastulae of many amphibian species.
Recently, novel approaches have been developed that leverage both
localized heating for temperature control and nanoscale thermometry.
Thermally responsive fluorophores have been established [8], however,
their implementation in live embryonic tissues is challenging and the
sensors have limited dynamic range. In recent work, nanodiamond
temperature sensors were used to measure temperature in the AB and P1
cells of C. elegans 2-cell embryos [9], and also in adult tissues [10]. In the
early embryo, the authors characterized the effects of local infrared laser
illumination which produces a temperature gradient across the tissue
(Fig. 1C). They found that the embryo development was very robust,
even after inversion of cell-division times, as most of the heated embryos
hatched and grew into adulthood.
Intriguingly, embryos experience natural temporal cycles of heating
and cooling related to the cell division cycle and even spatial tempera
ture gradients. In a recent work, the authors used an isothermal calo
rimeter to measure heat flow between developing zebrafish embryos and
the surrounding medium [11]. They found that Zebrafish blastula em
bryos undergo cyclical heating-cooling related to mitotic entry and exit
(Fig. 1D). The oscillatory component of the heat flow persists even when
inhibitors are used to block DNA replication and mitosis. The authors
concluded that the high energetics of the cell cycle are the cost of rapid
and coordinated blastomere cell cycles. Surprisingly, spatial gradients of
temperature may also exist in the environment of embryos implanted in
the placenta [12], a concept that may also be important for embryo
genesis of implanted human embryos.
In future studies of embryogenesis, it would also be beneficial to
couple molecular tools with embryo temperature controllers. For
example, one could consider encoding thermally responsive protein
switches in early embryonic systems. The bacterial thermosensor pro
tein TLPA has been used in cell culture to construct heat-sensitive pro
tein-protein interactions [13,14]. The tags constitutively dimerize at
room temperature and can be dissociated by heating to 37–42 ◦ C,
affording a strategy to release proteins on demand. Combining these
synthetic molecular tool strategies – such as tether and release of tran
scription factors regulating cell differentiation - in addition to the
thermal controllers described above offers exciting opportunities for
constructing de novo patterns in embryos (Fig. 1E).

demonstrated that this approach was sufficient for the photoinduction of
secondary axes in the embryo. A similar tethering strategy was used to
optically recruit Raf to the plasma membrane in gastrula stage Xenopus
whose localized activation induces mesoderm induction and ectopic tail
formation [21]. Light-mediated membrane recruitment of a Rho GTPase
regulator or phosphoinositide regulators has also been shown sufficient
to regulate contractility in Drosophila embryos [22,23]. For example,
localized reduction of plasma membrane PI(4,5)P2 levels arrests apical
constriction and ventral furrow formation, and when coupled to
two-photon illumination, enables precise local modulation of
contractility.
Separate from optogenetic multimerization, groups have demon
strated modular tools, such as the use of genetic code expansion and
photocaged amino acids, to regulate signaling responses in the early
embryo with light. Via genetic code expansion, a photocaged lysine was
placed in the active site of MEK1 to regulate its activity in the zebrafish
early embryo. Upon light stimulation, kinase activity was initiated,
promoting embryo elongation and expanding the expression domain of
downstream target genes [24]. Additionally, various groups have used
the injection of photocaged morpholinos to regulate the timing of gene
expression in model embryonic systems [25]. This strategy is comple
mentary to other optogenetic gene circuit approaches, that have been
tested in zebrafish [26].
One major advantage of light-inducible systems is their use to
identify critical periods of signaling in the embryo, for example, to
determine the cell fate necessary for embryo development to larval
stages. Using an optoSOS tool to stimulate ERK signaling in Drosophila
embryos whose endogenous ERK signaling was genetically eliminated,
the authors reconstitute de novo spatial patterns of pathway activity for
defined periods [27] (Fig. 2C). They demonstrated near full recovery of
embryonic development by light-mediated stimulation of ERK signaling
at the anterior and posterior ends of the embryo and identified threshold
levels of signaling in the posterior sufficient to rescue gastrulation.
Previously the authors had also demonstrated that light-mediated ERK
stimulation was sufficient to switch cells between endoderm and ecto
derm cell fates [28]. Additionally, in separate work, they demonstrated
the ectopic induction of ERK in an improper region of the embryo was
sufficient to suppress ventral furrowing in gastrulation [29]. Finally, as
noted above, photocaging of a critical amino acid in the active site of
MEK1, revealed a critical period for MEK1-ERK pathway activity during
blastula and early gastrula stages of zebrafish embryogenesis [24].
A grand challenge is deconstructing complex gene expression pat
terns that result from integrated spatial cues of morphogen gradients
and signaling responses. By building synthetic architectures to perturb
input-output relationships, we will learn fundamental principles of
developmental regulation, particularly in the context of complex
stimulus-response connections and multicomponent developmental
gene networks. In a recent study, the authors stripped away anteriorposterior asymmetries and then transiently optogenetically imposed
widespread Bicoid activation to characterize the dynamic response of
gap gene transcription [30]. The authors engineered variants of the
Bicoid transcription factor whose nuclear localization was
photo-controlled. They globally turned on or off Bicoid activity and
measured the responsiveness of downstream gene expression. Future
experiments will leverage these tools to impose precise spatial synthetic
gradients of morphogen activity, including that of Bicoid and others.
Light-regulated control of transcription factors has revealed the
inner workings of the regulatory system governing zygotic genome
activation through testing of specific hypotheses that could not be
accomplished by traditional gene knockdown. Using Cry2 for lightmediated temporal inactivation of the transcription factor Zelda, the
authors were able to specifically test whether its activity was required
for the period of the minor wave of transcription in NC10–12, the major
wave of transcription in NC 13–14, or both [31]. They found that
transcriptional output during the major wave depended on Zelda, but
that widespread genome activation did not first require a

1.2. I.B. Optogenetic and optochemical regulation of early embryogenesis
Ex vivo fertilization and culture of embryos provide an ideal platform
to perturb the natural organization and the timing of inductive events
within the embryo using exogenous chemogenic or optical stimulation.
In addition, rather than simply observing embryo development, syn
thetic biology strategies have been developed to induce or repress key
regulatory pathways and to record signaling inputs. Using optogenetic
dimerization or clustering, researchers have developed strategies in tests
of sufficiency to identify critical windows for signaling and spatially
vary the action of inducers such as morphogen. These clever tools test
the limits of embryonic control systems and have helped to uncover
systems properties of embryo patterning.
For many excellent previous reviews on the topic, see published
work: [15–17]. In our review we focus specifically on early embryo
development, particularly of the blastula.
Protein dimerization via optochemical and optogenetic regulated
domains has proven to be a powerful approach to initiate signaling or
vary signal amplitude in the embryo. A common strategy is clustering of
receptors, such as the BMP receptor, which can activate their down
stream signaling. Such an approach was used to photocluster the BMP
receptor cytosolic domain and test whether broad spatial induction of
the pathway ventralizes the embryo [18] (Fig. 2A). Another common
strategy is activation through targeted membrane localization of an
upstream pathway component. Wnt signaling can be induced in Xenopus
embryos via light-mediated dimerization of LRP6-CRY2 conjugated to
membrane-localized CIB1 domain [19,20] (Fig. 2B). The researchers
3
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Fig. 2. Optogenetic and optochemical approaches to control developmental signaling and morphogenesis. (A) Light-inducible clustering of the cytosolic side of BMP
receptors leads to phosphorylation of Smads and activation of BMP target genes. As a result, the functional spatial domain of BMP signaling is not limited to the
ventral side but expands dorsally in zebrafish gastrula embryos. (B) In Xenopus embryos, blue light induced clustering of CRY2 conjugated Wnt receptor activates
β-catenin signaling at specific times in desired regions. Dorsal Wnt overactivation causes a defect in eye and brain development, while ventral Wnt activation leads to
axis duplication. (C) Drosophila mutant embryo without Erk activity on anterior or posterior region arrest in gastrulation. Light-inducible Erk activity rescues the
developmental arrest. (D) In Drosophila blastula embryos, reversible Zelda inactivation identifies separate critical time windows for the proper onset of large-scale
genome activation and gastrulation. (E) Conceptual experiment: Injection of purified proteins and a caged dimerizer to induce membrane recruitment upon light
activation. Images of Xenopus animal pole blastomere at late blastula.
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Zelda-dependent minor wave (Fig. 2D). Intriguingly, proper gastrulation
required continuous Zelda activity throughout both periods.
Utilizing the large sizes of early embryos, it is possible to manipulate
protein levels and localization through microinjection of RNAs and re
combinant proteins. However, in very early cleavage stages of verte
brate embryogenesis, for example, over the first few hours postfertilization, Xenopus and zebrafish display slow rates of translation
and thus are not compatible with RNA injection to express optogenetic
control systems. Instead, future studies will likely utilize the injection of
purified proteins containing optochemical dimerization domains along
with photocaged dimerizers to modulate protein localization and ac
tivity within blastomeres in the early cleavage stages of vertebrates
embryogenesis [32,33] (Fig. 2E). Alternatively, it may be possible to
sequester and release factors regulating transcription or signaling from
preformed membraneless compartments – constructed from coacervat
ing protein injected into the 1-cell embryo, following strategies in
cultured cells to control disassembly or client recruitment and releasing
using light or heat [14,34,35].

chorion or vitelline membrane – that in addition to its role in sperm
entry supports embryo shape prior to hatching. Removal of this physical
shell leads large blastula embryos to flatten out due to gravity. Addi
tionally, during gastrulation, signaling cues and gradients drive a
massive morphological rearrangement of germ layers. In the past
decade, researchers have begun to test the pliability of the embryo – its
sensitivity to external forces – such as how its shape influences cell di
vision and self-organization. Further, following a reconstruction
approach that synthetic embryology studies have begun to rebuild the
complexity of the embryo from a minimal set of cells and patterns.
Primarily that has included micropatterning of embryonic stem cells to
generate complex 2D and 3D shapes reminiscent of blastula, gastrula,
and neurula patterning.
2.1. II.A. Constrained development of early embryos
Early embryos consist of pluripotent blastomeres that initially are
quite spherical but also undergo shape changes [3] due to hydraulic
expansion of blastocoel [36], and cytoskeletal forces [37] that accom
pany apical constriction [38]. Pioneering studies aimed to perturb the
native shape of the early embryo by encapsulating the blastula in
chambers of different shapes [39]. For example, by placing developing
sea urchin zygotes into microfabricated wells, the authors found in
one-cell stage embryos that nuclei find the long-axis of the embryo,
irrespective of shape (Fig. 3A). Through further investigation, the au
thors found that nuclei position along an axis by microtubules, and this

2. Section II. Imposing physical constraints to guide embryo
organization
The early embryo is normally subject to several boundary conditions
and physical constraints. Cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions produce
tension and pulling forces that in turn generate sphericity of the blastula
embryo. Many embryos are also surrounded by a protein envelope – the

Fig. 3. Micropatterning and physical constraints to guide the formation of embryo-like structure in vitro. (A) Microfabricated chambers constrain sea urchin embryos
and starfish eggs into defined shapes. The position of nuclei and the dynamics of Rho trigger waves adjust to the distinct cell shape. (B) Mammalian cells expressing
distinct sets of cadherin can self-sort into spatially separated subregions. (C) Attachment of HEK cells expressing Cdh3 and Wnt3a to an embryoid can induce a
gradient of Wnt β-catenin activity, generating a newly organized axis. (D) Cultured ES cells micropatterned on a 2D matrix with proper inducers can lead to the
spontaneous formation of ring-like germ layer patterns. (E) Micropatterning and controllable lumengenesis in vitro mimics neural tube formation in vivo.
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axis also defines the division plane in mitosis. This study illustrated a
mechanical approach to define embryo shapes and the robustness of the
cell cycle control and division systems to these perturbations.
Similarly, another recent study constrained embryogenesis to
analyze how protein dynamics on the membrane adapt to changes in cell
shape. Researchers utilized the eggs of starfish Patiria miniate to dissect
the changes in activity and localization of contraction waves of embryos
developed under confinement in compartments [40]. Oocytes are
deformed by contraction waves, traveling from vegetal pole to animal
pole in the anaphase of meiosis. Although contraction waves are a
conserved phenomenon across many species [4], the functional role and
the underlying trigger of the waves are less clear. When confined, star
fish oocytes quickly adopted different shapes, similar to confined sea
urchin zygotes (Fig. 3A). By imaging Rho activity with an rGBD conju
gated to GFP, the authors measured wave speed and shape as a function
of cell dimension. They concluded that Rho wave initiation is linked to a
gradient of cyclinB-Cdk1 that encodes information about cell shape.

epiblast, revealing the role of BMP4 in breaking tissue symmetry [49].
Additionally, neuruloids have been cultured through micropatterning
on a chip with the BMP4 signal, extending beyond the simple 2D
germ-layer structure to a functional model containing a mixture of
neural progenitors, neural crest, and epiblast that holds promise for the
study of Huntington’s disease [50]. Neural tube formation is a hallmark
of vertebrate development. By developing a chip-based culture system,
authors of a cutting-edge study demonstrated that micropatterned stem
cells self-organize into precise 3D patterns of cell fate and tissue shapes,
displaying controllable lumengenesis and reproducible morphogenesis
[51] (Fig. 3E). In complementary work, continuous culturing of gas
truloids generates trunk-like organization, which also includes somites
and gut, in addition to neural tubes [52]. Notably, patterned Wnt and
Nodal signaling has been used to generate a human organizer, capable of
inducing an ectopic axis in chick embryos [53], reminiscent of the early
transplant experiment of Spermann organizer, which generates a second
axis in frog tadpoles [54]. Taken together, strategies for 2D and 3D
patterning of embryo-like structures in culture appear poised to offer
new biological insights with applications toward improved in vitro
fertilization (IVF) and drug screening.
Lastly, it is worth highlighting that researchers have also begun to
deconstruct the early embryo to characterize its self-organizing prop
erties ex vivo. Efforts to characterize blastomeres in a cell-free context
primarily focused on the autonomous cell division cycle present in the
early blastula and also on subcellular partitioning and scaling of
biochemical activities and organelles. For example, autonomous cell
division and trigger waves were discovered by extraction of cell-free
cytoplasm from oocytes [55,56]. Separately, the encapsulation or
compartmentalization of cell-free extracts from Xenopus eggs and em
bryos has revealed how mitotic spindle size and nucleus sizes adapt to
blastomere dimensions [57–61]. Although challenging, we envision that
in future studies, researchers will leverage these synthetic cell-like
blastomeres to reconstruct early events in development, offering a
complementary approach to bottom-up cell-patterning strategies.

2.2. II.B. Assembling minimal embryonic systems via self-organization
and templating
Rather than simply observing development events in a complex tis
sue, synthetic developmental biologists have sought to reconstitute early
embryo organization through reconstitution and patterning of a minimal
set of cells. Such bottom-up approaches reveal fundamental principles of
organization that govern embryogenesis and provide a framework to
directly test models for morphogenesis. A key tenet to these strategies is
the ability to generate spatially patterned mixtures of cells or to directly
micropattern cells and to template their two-dimensional and threedimensional organization, creating structures often termed embryoids
in cell culture. For a comprehensive overview of synthetic embryology
and patterning, there are several excellent recent reviews [41,42].
At the simplest level, researchers have sought strategies for cells selfsorting to generate patterned embryoid tissues. Reminiscent of the em
bryo at gastrulation, cells expressing distinct sets of cadherin can selfsort in culture, whose final patterns of organized structure depend on
the starting number of cells and length scale of organization [43]
(Fig. 3B). Intriguingly, groups have also sought to impose simplified
signaling axes on otherwise isotropic blastuloids via attachment of
adherent cells that secrete a signal inducer. For example, the authors
induced symmetry breaking in a blastuloid by attachment of HEK cells
via P cadherin and then directed Wnt3a secretion to create a gradient of
Wnt/β-catenin signaling [44] (Fig. 3C). These embryoid bodies had
strong Wnt/β-catenin pathways proximal to the Cdh3-Wnt3a expressing
HEK cells, which are reminiscent of an “organizer”.
Due to limitations in the accessibility and availability of human
embryos, groups have developed approaches to replicate the early stages
of embryogenesis from the differentiation of spatially patterned stem
and progenitor cells. An early success was the reconstitution of germlayer like-assembly from 2D micropatterning of ES cells in vitro [45]
(Fig. 3D). Moreover, by culturing embryonic stem cells through sus
pension and shaking, small aggregates of mESCs when properly stimu
lated can in vitro carry out gastrulation-like events including elongation
[46]. Further, they can self-organize a pattern of neural, mesodermal,
and endodermal cells that mimic gene expression patterns of native
embryos. Furthermore, 3D platforms such as matrigel or
inverted-pyramidal plates allow cells to aggregate and differentiate into
a gastrula-like structure [47,48]. Such gastruloids hold promise as a
complementary platform to characterize early mammalian embryo
development, paving the way for large-scale genetic analysis or drug test
in vitro, bypassing sophisticated protocols of culturing precious mouse or
human embryos.
With the initial success of generating counterparts of blastocysts and
embryos of the gastrula stage, recent studies have focused on recapitu
lating organogenesis downstream of gastrulation. For example, 3D cul
tures in matrigel have succeeded in producing the counterpart of
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